BAHAMIAN STUDENTS CAN
TELL A DIFFERENCE

CHRISTIANS AND BEER:
LIFE AFTER THE LTC
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PARENTS WEEKEND HAS
CAMPUS-WIDE APPEAL
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IN BRIEFS
TUALERT PRIZE DEADLINE
While students can sign up for
TUAlert at any time, the deadline to
qualify for a prize drawing is Sunday,
Sept. 26. TUAlert is a notification
system created to quickly alert Taylor
students, faculty and staff members of
emergency situations. Alerts are sent
via text message and/or e-mail. En
rollment is quick and easy. Students
should log into their Taylor account
and click on the "Student" tab. Under
"Student Quick Links," students will
find the link for. the TUAlert signup,
where they can enter their phone

— •ffther past, Parents and Family Weekend
has been an event that often interests only
those with family coming to visit. This
year, the event expands with a twist on
Taylor tradition and offers something for
everyone.
At least eight music groups, four athletic
teams, four educational departments and
the Student Activities Committee (SAC) will be
included during next weekend's events.
"If you don't have a mom and dad coming, this
weekend is still for you," said Amanda Schaffer,
director of Parent and Family Programs.
Saturday is packed full of activities to satisfy
whatever students or family members might
desire.
For those craving some physical competition
of their own, SAC's Tin Man Triathlon will take
place from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at Taylor Lake. The Tin
Man features a short swim, a 20-mile bike ride
and a 5K run.
Stick around for the Cardboard Boat Regatta
which unfolds from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Students

can participate or wateh as teams-of parents and
students attempt to engineer seaworthy boats that
will earn them a victory.
"At the same time, we will be having a cookout at
the beach,"Shaffer said,"so you can come and eat
and watch all the craziness
of sinking boats."
More than 30 families
have already registered
for the regatta. At least
eight family members have
signed up for the Tin Man
Triathlon.
Students can also head
out to watch the men's
lacrosse team faces Butler
at 3 p.m. as Taylor fights for another victory.
"There is always a great 'buzz' on campus during
Parent's Weekend, so it will be fun for the play
ers to play the fastest game on two feet for some
people who maybe haven't seen a lacrosse game
before," said Brian Fraiz, president of the men's
lacrosse team.

After a fast-paced day, students and families can
slow down with a "Night on the Loop." Pianists,
harpists, string quartets, jazz combos and more
will be included.
Students will provide the entertainment for
Saturday night's threepart event. "I think what
reflects Taylor are the
students and what the
students are doing," Schaf
fer said.
The night begins at 5
p.m. with "Taste of Taylor"
at the transformed DC, an
event designed to satisfy
taste, sight and sound.
While dining, attendees can enjoy student artwork
and the soothing sounds of the piano.
The student artwork displayed in various places
at "Night on the Loop" will be up for silent auc
tion. Student artists will receive the starting bid,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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FINANCIAL AID
REDESIGN IN
FINAL STAGES

number and e-mail.

OFF CAMPUS PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS DUE
For those students interested in ap
plying for a study abroad or domestic
program during the spring semester,
the final deadline for applications are
due on Oct. 1. A complete application
includes an online application, three
reference forms and an interview with
Jeff Miller, the Assistant Director of
Off-Campus Programs. To schedule
an interview, contact Trudy Gowin,
the Off Campus Programs Assistant.
Those students applying for a Bestsemester program, the final deadline
is today. Make sure you submit it in
time. They won't accept it late.

MANDOLYN HECQX

The sobering presentation touched the hearts of those who
attended, inspriring many to make a difference.

NEWS CO-EDITOR

In a move hoped to attract and
"Where there
retain more students at Taylor,
are the most
the Financial Aid department
people,
that's
has been working on a redesign
where we want
for aid that is scheduled to be
finalized by Oct. 1.
to give them
Previously, academic awards
the most help
have been heavily based on
we can."
test score. While there is a
high school GPA component,
•
the necessary 3.3 GPA has not
been extremely difficult to most
incoming Taylor students—according to Admissions'
figures, 25 percent of this year's incoming class had
a GPA of 4.0.
While plans are still in the works, the changes will
be used for incoming students in fall 2011.
"We're going to give more weight to high school GPA,"
said Tim Nace, director of Financial Aid. "The awards
at the top of the scale are going to come down a little
bit, and the awards at the bottom of the scale are
going to come up. We don't have that many perfect
ACT people."
One of the reasons so much attention was paid to test

WEEKEND WEATHER

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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INVISIBLE CHILDREN
ORGANIZATION BRINGS A
REALITY CHECK TO CAMPUS

Jf

"I never wanted to
A presentation given
KYLA MARTIN
mess up because if we
by the Invisible Chilc O NT R i B U TO R
dren Organization on
are trying to escape
Tuesday night struck a chord with and you don't make it, they will kill
Taylor students.
you," said Jimmy, an escaped child
The war that has been raging soldier who shared his story.
in Africa for over two decades has
Jimmy arrived in the U.S. about
gone relatively unnoticed, and the a month ago from Uganda and has
Invisible Children organization is since toured the country to spread
breaking the silence. The involve awareness about the child soldiers.
ment of two past child soldiers in
He travels with his mentor, Rich
the presentation gave Taylor stu ard Mark, who also works to spread
dents a first-hand glimpse into the awareness of the injustice happen
sad reality.
ing not only in Uganda, but also
"This war has been going on for in Sudan and Congo, and to rally
20 years, and it's just now that Christians together to end this war.
we're talking about it," said fresh
"When the Bible says you are
man Kinsley Koons.
the light, that is the best thing we
Since her first year in high have—light," Mark said.
school, Koons has been a contact
Students were given the chance
for Invisible Children groups, set to take a part in the ministry of
ting up awareness events like the Invisible Children. One hundred
one that took place Tuesday in percent of the money students
Reidger Chapel.
gave to buy bags, shirts, bracelets
Joseph Kony is the leader of the and DVDs will be used to educate
Lord's Resistence Army (LRA), a escaped child soldiers. Tuesday,
rebel group. LRA members abduct Taylor students raised over $2,500
children while they sleep and per through their purchases.
form horrific acts to ensure the chil
dren will not try to escape.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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PARENTS WEEKEND CONTINUED...

and anything above the minimum will
benefit the Parent Emergency Assistance
Fund.
Luminaries lead to the second part of
the night, "Art, Music, and Dessert on
the Loop." Both Zondervan Library and
the Sammy statues will offer different
bite-sized desserts from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
More student artwork will be displayed
in Zondervan and Rupp.
"Night on the Loop" concludes with a
trip to the Habeckers' home for "Worship
on the Lawn" from 8:45 to 10 p.m. Wor
ship will be led by the gospel choir and

Audrey Boyer's band. Bring a blanket or
a chair. The fire pits will be burning.
Many of this year's differences are the
result of how the school year fell in the
academic calendar.Area festivals vied for
hotel availability. Fall break and home
coming also played a role in assigning
the dates of Oct. 1 through 3.
"We ended up with a weekend that
doesn't have a football game," Shaffer
said. "Right there we have eliminated
about 70 families. Because there was no
football game, we had to think of what
else we could do."
Several factors, including the absence
of the traditional Saturday afternoon

football game, caused Schaffer to pursue
a partnership with SAC.
This fitting partnership helps expose
parents to Taylor's vibrant community.
The weekend also provides opportuni
ties for students "to connect with parents
in relationally enriching environments,"
Schaffer said.
"Rather than parents hearing from
their students about all these awesome
events that students put on—not staff,
not administration and not professors—
wouldn't it be great if parents got to
see and really experience it first hand,"
Schaffer said.
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SHOWDOWN:
PANCAKES
VERSUS PRAYER
HILLARY MAY
News Co-Editor

It's a battle of biblical proportions—
the International House of Pancakes is
suing a prayer center called the Inter
national House of Prayer for using IHOP
as its trademark name.
The lawsuit, which was filed earlier
this month in federal court in California,
accuses the Kansas City-based orga
nization for "trademark dilution and
infringement."
The lawsuit was filed only after the
organization refused to change its abbre
viated name.
According to Patrick Lenow, spokes
man for the restaurant, the prayer
center's decision to use the acronym is
misleading to the public.
"Having two entities with the same
name causes confusion. A simple search
on Google would be indicative of that,"
he said in an interview with the press.
"We're not requesting any punitive dam
ages from the International House of
Prayer, we simply want them to stop
using our name."
Despite the identical acronym, the two
have practically nothing in common.
The prayer center was founded in
1999 by its president and director, Mike
Bickle. It draws thousands to Kansas
City from around the world to fast and
pray 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
"At the International House of Prayer
of Kansas City, we are committed to
prayer, fasting and the Great Commis
sion, and to living as forerunners, pre
paring for the unique dynamics of the
end times," the organization's website
states.
The restaurant, which is also open 24
hours a day, seven days a week, is known
for pancakes rather than prayer. The
chain has 1,476 restaurants across the
country and claims to have six registered
trademarks with the IHOP acronym.
The lawsuit accuses the prayer center
of choosing its name with the knowledge
that it would be shortened to mimic the
restaurant's acronym.
It alleges that the organization
"selected and adopted the International
House of Prayer name, knowing it
would be abbreviated IHOP. IHOP-KC
intended to misappropriate the fame
and notoriety of the household name
IHOP to help promote and make rec
ognizable their religious organization."
According to a report by CNN News,
lawyers of the pancake chain say the
odds are in the restaurant's favor since
it has used the acronym for over 30
years.
Representatives of the prayer center
have yet to file a response to the lawsuit,
and are currently keeping quiet.
When contacted for comment, the cen
ter's spokesman said that the center is
currently not accepting interviews. How
ever, a statement was provided through
an audio recording, which says, "We are
aware of the lawsuit, and we are review
ing the situation. At this time we have
no comment."
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Another opportunity stu room, hiding from the LRA
dents had was to pay for the soldiers. The destitution of
education of one of these the villages ransacked by
children in Uganda. Nine Kony's army inspired the
teen students committed to three men to return to the US
pay $35 a month, a fraction and make a difference. They
of what Taylor students pay created a documentary about
every year, so a Ugandan what they had seen to spread
child can get
awareness.
a proper edu
They held
cation and a
r
a
llies in
"I never wanted to
mentor.
Washington,
Jimmy
mess up because
D.C., dur
talked on
ing which
if
we
are
trying
to
stage Tuesday
thousands of
escape, and if you
about how
people wrote
his education
don't make it, they thousands of
and mentor
letters to the
will kill you."
changed his
president.
life. He has
Other rallies
been accepted
raised aware
to Uganda Christian Univer ness of the kidnappings and
sity and will study environ encouraged people to get
mental science. His dream involved.
is to own his own farm and
"Whenever [people] get the
feed the people of Northern chance, they should spread
Uganda.
the story," Jimmy said. "They
S e n i o r L i z G o l d s m i t h meet people I cannot tell."
already sponsors a child with
Although Kony has not
Compassion, and she signed agreed to a cease-fire, Invis
up on Tuesday to do the same ible Children continues to
for another child.
help the suffering people of
"This is just a small thing I Africa.
can do," she said.
"I'm really encouraged by
Sophomore Josh Berkett the fact that even though
also committed to sponsor they have not been able to
ship. "I grew up as an MK, stop the war, that they have
and this is just something I taken other steps to really
can be involved in here at the educate students,"said senior
Taylor campus," he said.
Reed Spencer, president for
T h e o r g a n i z a t i o n b e g a n Global Engagement.
after three college students—
To sponsor a child or find out
Bobby, Larry and James— more about Invisible Children,
traveled to Uganda.
students can visit their web
They filmed hundreds of site at www.invisiblechildren.
children crammed in one

scores in the past was because they are often considered to
be a standard objective test. However it has been recently
recognized how many individuals don't test well, and there
fore scores often don't reflect some students' actual academic
understanding.
The academic scholarship grid that has been used in the
past for determining awards has nine levels, with the largest
scholarship, that of $12,500 towards tuition, going to those
who achieve a perfect ACT or SAT.
Current plans have the grid being designated into three
levels instead.
Since many prospective Taylor students usually fall into
the middle bracket of the current academic scholarship grid,
those in Financial Aid and Admissions began to feel that was
where most financial aid should be designated.
"Where there are the most people, that's where we want to
give them the most help we can," said Nace.
This financial aid redesign is part of the overall plan by
Admissions to increase enrollment.
One of President Habecker's plans for 2016 is to increase
Taylor's undergraduate enrollment to 2,400 students.
"Taylor doesn't want to throw the doors open," said Nace,
"but there has to be some slow but steady growth, and so
that would be with a group of students who have the most
possibilities..." for attending Taylor if given appropriate
financial aid.
Financial Aid will continue to take a combination of stu
dents' highest scores when calculating academic awards,
which is welcome news to those who will take academic
tests multiple times.
For current students, the academic scholarships awarded
will stay the same, leaving this financial aid switch to only
impact incoming students. While that may eliminate inter
est for some, the change will probably affect many current
students' younger siblings and future friends, proving this
news to be relevant to many.
While there is always some inevitable grumbling from
students about financial aid packages, Nace talked about the
importance the Financial Aid department places on giving
each student the best package possible.
"We really do try to be fair and do as much as we can
for students, not as little as as we can...I think that's the
misnomer," said Nace. "There are lots of times we do have to
pay attention to federal regulations or institutional budget
constraints, but within those limits, we try to our best to do
as much as we can."
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FRIDAY
CHAPEL - DR. MARK COSGROVE

Redigar Auditorium
10 a.m.

SATURDAY
THE JAMES DEAN FESTIVAL
Playacres Park
Fairmount, IN
9 a.m. -10 p.m.

THE ODD COUPLE

Marion Civic Theater
505 S Washington St., Marion, Ind.

7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
TAYLOR SUNDAY JAM

Student Union
7-9 p.m.

VESPERS
Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

MONDAY
CHAPEL - SING AND PRAY
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

X-GAMES - VOLLEYBALL

Taylor Lake
7 p.m.

TUESDAY
"SHAPED BY STORIES"
Ayres 215
4 p.m.

X-GAMES - BASKETBALL

KSAC
7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
p ^ A P E a L 1 D R - J A Y KESLER

Kedtger Auditorium
10 a.m.

THURSDAY
•••Ml -c-,™
^

YEARBOOK PICKUP
Rupp Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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*
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765-674 -mm

Haircut $11.75

S«e Max. Craig

^ Barbers to serve you

$1 off with a student ID card

Walk In or appointments

Tueaday-Pridiy 7 i.ra. - 6 pun,
Srtudap
7 a.m. -3pm
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We read the emails that you delete

Rupp Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Check out: our full menu at
V9rww.!acharreada com
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BAHAMIAN STUDENTS TALK
ABOUT TAYLOB ADJUSTMENTS

WOBLD
VOICES

BY KARA HACKETT

Echo: How was your transition to America?
Rolle: "The weather was pretty much the biggest change for me.
I would say the Bahamas is a mini America, so we have a lot of the
iiie contagious smiles of Taylor's Bahamian students enrich things Americans have. It wasn't so much adjusting to the lifestyle
campus. But who are these friendly faces, and what brought or anything, but the weather and the temperature change made a
them to Taylor in the first place?
big difference."
Senior Chess Rolle, senior Jordan Cooper, sophomore Tony
Cooper: "America wasn't much different for me because my family
Williams and sophomore Morgan Worrell explain how their vacations here at least once or twice every year."
cross-cultural college experiences have changed their lives
Echo: How was adjusting to life at Taylor?
and their faith.
Williams: "It felt kind of funny being the only black person in the
Echo: How did you end up at Taylor University?
class my first year at Taylor. It was intimidating, but I've adjusted
Williams: "I came to Taylor because of the education and to it. Now, I don't even notice."
the Christian emphasis. Plus I heard a lot of Bahamians were
Worrell: "I'm a more spread out kind of person. I like to hang out
coming here, too."
with different people, so getting to know all the people here made
Worrell: "(International recruiter) Dereck Kamwesa came it a little easier. I appreciate Taylor for being a friendly and open
down to my local church called Grace Community Church. President place where everybody wants to get to know you."
Habecker and Mary Lou came down, too, one Sunday."
Rolle: "Adjusting to Taylor was easy for me because my brother
Rolle: "My brother got me to come to Taylor. My uncle played a was here. Taylor's focus on community made it easy, too."
role, too. He graduated from Taylor in 1994. They both really wanted
Echo: What is the weirdest thing about Taylor?
me to come here. Also, the Taylor University Chorale was down at
Cooper: "I can't speak for the guys, but the girls are really touchy.
the Bahamas in 1996. They did a performance, and I actually got That doesn't have to be a bad thing, but we show our love for each
the chance to sing in one of the numbers. So, I was excited to come other in different ways in the Bahamas."
to Taylor and join the chorale."
Echo: What cultural differences have you noticed between Ameri
Cooper: "My aunt told me about Taylor. I had cousins who went can and the Bahamas?
here, and she told me about it. I liked acting, and I always wanted
Williams: "People wear clothes differently back home. They wear
to be in a play, so I figured I could do
bigger-size clothing that is more loosely
that on the side here."
fitted—especially since it is so hot."
Echo: How does your family feel about
Rolle: "One thing I really like about
'Back home I have some Christian friends
you going to school so far from home?
Taylor is the interaction with the cam
but they don't show it. They say they're
Williams: "My parents don't mind.
pus president and the professors. They
I have a sister who goes to Florida
show that they care about students."
Christians, but they don't live it out.
International University, and my older
Echo: What is the biggest cultural
Then coming to Taylor, people show me
brother went to college a couple years
difference?
how Christians act, and how I
ago, so they don't mind me leaving."
Rolle: I would say the food is defi
Worrell: "My parents weren't too
should act."
nitely the biggest difference. I miss the
jumpy about me going away to school.
way it's prepared in the Bahamas. I
They were accepting because I have
miss the kind of food—the conch, the
always done my work by myself. I've
fish, all of that good stuff.
always been independent, so they felt that I could handle it."
Carter: "Food-wise, it's a lot different because we eat a lot of
Cooper: "I always told my parents that I wanted to go far away seafood."
and experience the seasons."
Worrell: "For me, I love food. I will eat whatever you put in front
Rolle: "My family didn't mind me going away because my brother of me. Our food tastes different. We have crab and rice,'leg of lamb'
was already here. I was the only girl, though. When I mentioned that or 'lamb chop' and conch salad."
I wanted to go to Taylor, they were like, 'Go ahead. Do it.'"
Williams: "Back home we put more seasoning and spices in our

Staff Writer

'The voice of Afghanistan's future does not
belong to the violent extremists and terror
networks. It belongs to the people."
-U.S. Army Gen. David H. Petraeus talks
about recent Afghan elections.

food, so coming here was strange."
Echo: What would you like to tell the rest of campus about inter
national students?
Worrell: "We need time to adjust to a different culture. The same
thing applies to you.We can't just force our culture on you, and you
can't force yours on us. It works both ways."
Williams: "Communication is difficult. People talk about differ
ent topics, and sometimes we can't really relate to those topics.
Conversations are kind of hard."
Echo: What role have your cross-cultural experiences played in
your relationship with God?
Williams: "Back home I have some Christian friends, but they
don't show it. They say they're Christians, but they don't live it
out. Then coming to Taylor, people show me how Christians act,
and how I should act."
Worrell: "My church is one of the biggest churches on the island.
It's Bahamas Faith Ministries. We have a lot of kids on fire for
Christ. Coming here and being introduced to people who were
really into their faith has provided an interesting balance for me.
It's helped me get more in touch with my faith."
Rolle: "My experiences have definitely drawn me closer to God.
Seeing other students praise God in chapel, and just seeing that
students are really serious about praising God, even amidst studies
and stressful situations. 'In all things, give thanks.'"

SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOLS
TAKE LEAPS FORWARD
BY CHRISTEN GALL

degree, and it is common for them to operate a
business along with their teaching job.Teachers'
constant lack of attendance is also a problem
Multiracial elections may have brought an end many principals and students face.
to the South African apartheid in 1994, but the
In the past decade, banks and other philan
country still deals with the aftermath of those thropy groups have sponsored children so they
long years of racial separation.
could attend elite, predominantly white schools.
The public education system failed many black But recently, private schools have begun to
students in rural areas and poorer townships emerge for poor black students to attend. Mis
because of poorly trained
sion schools and
teachers, so parents and
charter schools
educators have desper
similar to those
ately sought alternative
in America
places to send children.
are becoming
Researchers have found
increasingly
that many parents
popular alterna
putting their children
tives for students
in private schools are
seeking a deeper
educators in the public
education.
school system unhappy
Leap, a new
with their own system,
private school in
according to the New
South Africa is
York Times.
one such emerg
National performances
ing school. Leap
on exams have declined
h a s t h r e e loca
in the past six years even
tions—two in
though five percent of
C a p e Town a n d
South Africa's GDP is spent on education, the one in Johannesburg—with 500 students in
largest amount of any African country. Experts attendance altogether, states the New York
say that 80 percent of the schools in South Africa Times. John Gilmour is the founder of Leap,
are dysfunctional and only 15 percent of students though he began his career as a headmaster
have high enough grades to get into universities, at a white suburb preparatory high school in
according to the Economist.
Pineland. He began a tutoring program for the
Much of the problem comes from the public neighboring township of Langa in the 1990s,
school teachers. Many do not have a professional but never saw an increase in the test scores of

Staff Writer

Leap is not without its costs
though, because children
at Leap must pay a fee of
$4,000 with only $800
coming from the South
African government."

Around the World
in 30 Seconds
///////////////////////

On This Day
in History
1789 - The U.S. Congress passed the First
Judiciary Act. The act provided for an Attorney
General and a Supreme Court.

his students. He then- started Leap, a public
school alternative. Leap is not without its costs
though, because children at Leap must pay a fee
of $4,000 with only $800 coming from the South
African government.
Leap is not the only form of education cre
ated recently for lower-income South African
students. In 2000, Dr. Taddy Blecher, a wealthy
white man working in Johannesburg, started his
own free university.
After visiting the poor townships of South
Africa, he realized the poverty in his country.
He and some colleagues borrowed a building
and gathered supplies. Today, students work to
maintain the building during the school year
and teach in their hometowns during holidays
to help with finances. Students are also required
to aid an incoming student upon graduation to
continue the school's legacy.
"If South Africa was going to develop a longterm, sustainable future, it needed to provide
a way into the professions for the poor black
majority," writes the BBC on the South African
educational system. With 24 percent of South
Africa unemployed, and 50 percent of the entire
population below the poverty line, education will
be crucial to students with ambition.
South Africa's constitution states that educa
tion is a right for children and adults, but the
quality of the public education is being greatly
questioned, even by the president. President
Jacob Zuma stated that the "the wonderful poli
cies [of the government] have not essentially
led to the delivery of quality education for the
poorest of the poor."

1948 - Mildred Gillars, known as "Axis Sally,"
pled innocent to charges of treason. She ended
up serving 12 years for being a Nazi wartime
radio propagandist.
1960 - The first nuclear powered aircraft carrier
was launched. The USS Enterprise set out from
Newport News, VA.
1969 - The trial began for the "Chicago Eight,"
who were accused of inciting riots at the 1968
Democratic national convention.
1995 - Three decades of Israeli occupation of
West Bank cities ended with the signing of a
pact by Israel and the PL0.

Marion Fun Center
705 West 37th Street, Marion, Indiana 46953
(765) 674-5025

Bowling
Newly
Renovated
$5 for 2 games
and shoes
Cosmic Bowling: Fri 9pm - Close
Sat 8pm - Close

Japan gets cut off
China - Japanese officials detained

Revolutionary leader killed
Colombia - Jorge Briceno, an

rescue in July, when militants killed

a Chinese fishing trawler captain.

influential strategist for the country's

istry has confirmed that al-Qaeda is

In response, China has stopped

largest rebel group, was killed in a

responsible.

mineral exports to Japan. The

military strike. Briceno's death was

stalled shipments of goods would be

a huge blow to the Revolutionary

used in producing hybrid cars, wind

Armed Forces of Colombia. Colom

Soldiers respond to recent cuts
Burma - According to interviews

turbines and guided missiles.

bian Presdient Juan Manuel Santos

with BBC, Burmese soldiers are

said, "He symbolized terror."

Somalian struggles continue
Somalia - The Somalian government

the hostage. The French foreign min

protesting recent treatment. The sol
diers have had rations cut and are

Russian ban on Iranian exports
Russia - The United Nations recently

not allowed to access their money.

failed to stop an Islamist insurgency.
This failure resulted in the deaths of

placed sanctions on Iran. Russia has

within army ranks.

thousands of civilians and the res

interpreted this as a ban against ex

ignation of Somalian Prime Minister

porting major weapon systems to the

Tension in world discussions

Omar Abdirashid Ali Sharmarke.

country. The Russian ban includes

Iran - The General Assembly, an

Somalian President Sheikh Sharif

battle tanks, armored vehicles,

annual meeting of world leaders,

Sheik Ahmed appointed a deputy

military airplanes and helicpters,

started Thursday. More than 30

prime minister in his place.

large-caliber artillery systems and

presidents, kings and other head

several other war-time items.

of state leaders were scheduled to

Palestine and Israel fight for peace
Israel - The freeze on construction

Burmese authorities deny any issues

speak. Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad commented on the

of Jewish settlements in the West

Continued efforts to rescue French
hostages

Bank will be lifted this weekend.

France - In response to the terror

New York Times, the US representa

Israeli and Palestinian negotiations

ist kidnapping of French citizens,

tive walked out during Ahmadine-

continue on the shaky determination

France has made demands for their

jad's speech.

to find peace and threats of violence

return. French officials are con

if talks stopped.

cerned because of a failed hostage

events of Sept. 11. According to the

thee
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RETREAT,
RETREAT!
SOME SAYOMG!!'TO
YESTERDAY'S FACEBOOK
CRASH
Facebook crashed for several
hours yesterday afternoon due to
"API latency issues," according
to a statement on the site. One
technology blogger humorously
noted: "What an OUTRAGE! This
means we have to... work! OMGII"

VACANT TV AIRWAYS TO
BE USED FOR WIRELESS
DATA
Members of the Federal Communi
cations Commission (FCC, pictured
above) voted to adopt new rules
for airwaves known as white
spaces that will open them up to
a $4 billion market, according a
2009 study by Microsoft. The new
market could ease mobile-phone
traffic and allow for complete
wireless Internet connection.
(iiiiiilniiisnim
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SECOND SOUTH ENGLISH

SECOND WEST WENGATZ

FOUNDATION

1. Freshman Ragan Kopen roasts a marshmallow
fireside with her wingmates. 2SE also attended
an apple butter festival in Spencer, Ind., took a
hay ride and worshipped together Sunday morn
ing. "It was a great weekend filled with bonding,
laughs, and fellowship in the Lord," said sopho
more PA Cortney Stace.

2. This year meant a change in tradition for those
spunky Second Westers and their DA, junior
Tim Davis. Because half of the wing was born
and raised in Wheaton, it seemed an obvious
location for the retreat. They then proceeded to
hit up Chicago for a classic day of buying vinyl
and hanging around with Koert Verhagen.

3. After a mighty night of bonfires and its classic
duo, s mores, junior Mario Gonzalez, along with
other members of Foundation spent the following
day at the Indiana dunes. What else would they
do but spend the day in the water and run at
full speed down large, sandy dunes? Good times.

ROCKTHEBOAT
SEPT. 22 MARKS
FIRST DAY OF FALL
Yesterday was the first day of
autumn...and nearly 100 degrees
outside. The leaves will change
soon enough, but the continuing
heat may delay the Starbucks rush
for the famed pumpkin spice latte.

KYLE RICTOR SHOW AT
TENDED
The first IFC concert of the year
was well-attended, setting the
stage for future popular events.
Check out his music at
kylerictor.com.

This summer, a couple of Taylor students decided to make a
church. But not just any church. We're talking about a church
that moves on water. Yeah, it's on a boat.

et's think about some
communing with God in nature."
They make sandwiches and pass them out to
JACK GALBRAITH
thing for a second. Picture
But for those that believe this sounds the homeless or volunteers. If someone comes and
L I F E AND T I M E S
"church." Okay, got it. How
CO-EDITOR
simply like any other "alternative" shares of a need they have heard about, the next
about "boats"? Yeah, we're
church-going experience, that's a might weekend they will go out and help them. This
feeling it. How about mak
ily hasty assumption.
physical "servant-hearted" way of thinking is the
ing it "church" plus "boat"? That's plain
"It's about total abandonment—you're out on an fuel behind the church. The first time Boat Church
crazy, but go on.
island, who are you trying to impress?" Oliver said. came together they both had invited a girl named
The history of Boat Church (liter
That's the expectation that they hold.They simply
ally, as its name suggests) starts with want genuine worship that is most likely going to Mackenzie, someone they thought would benefit,
and afterward she described to both of them that
two sophomores here at Taylor, Zach be undignified. So, "Come here and get ready to
she
felt so overwhelmed with the Spirit, even to the
Levickas and Rachel Oliver. While tub abandon yourself" Oliver said. They want people
point of accepting Christ that following day.
ing with some friends this past summer to experience God in every aspect of his character:
And that's what it's all about," Oliver said.
in the Salimony Reservoir north of Marion and the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit without
For
those that started the church, it's not about
landing on one of the islands, one of Zach's friends any limitations. People are encouraged to go off and
ow
big
it gets or how far-reaching it may be. It's
9
turned to him and said, "You know what this needs
be fully themselves with God
about living within the
Church."
but also to share their own
Holy Spirit and within fel
"And that's how it started," Oliver said.
praises and struggles with
lowship with other believ
"The whole church started on $50," Levickas said. those around them.This idea
ers. It's in the intentional
"That bought us a trunk in which we keep a blanket of worship and fellowship is
grasp of those wanting an
used as an altar, an oil lamp which is symbolic of the fulfillment of what Boat
experience other than a
the holy spirit, a bread basket and an old whiskey Church means. But that's not
YOU DON'T SIT IN A
simple sermon. It's in the
jug used for offerings."
all of it.
way people are led by the
With help from their IWU friends Graham Smith
The idea of having a "ser
PEW. IT'S NOT IN A
Spirit. It's in the heartfelt
and Victoria Lee, a multi-campus, Christ-centered vant-heart" rather than a
CHAPEL. IT'S NOT YOUR
reactions of the people
body of believers was formed which meets on the "servant-mind" is the other
TYPICAL CHURCH.
that asked for help and
boat for worship every other Saturday. How they half of Boat Church.
received it in a simple act
want to be viewed is not exactly a "church" in ways
On the Saturdays when
of service.
most would think, but in the sense of an "assembly they are not meeting on the
of God's people".
Because the heart of
boat, they are planning on
Boat Church is the people.
Boat Church actually begins as you carpool to how they can better serve the
It s about thinking in a
the reservoir after meeting at the steps of the DC community in real, physical
way that's outside youraround 9:45 a.m. Discussion questions concerning ways. It's a core value they
scripture are passed around to jump-start conversa decided on as they saw the need for a servant men outside Upland.
^ °UtSide Tayl°r' and
tion during the carpool, making those you ride with tality and attitude. Humbling each other to serve
a makeshift small group.
seemed a natural conclusion to working toward th^BiWp?^ SH Sre S° thirsty for the truth and
As you get to the boat and then float on over to such an idea.
Ire fhe so^f
T °f JeSUS'" °liver said- '<Those
an island that has places to congregate, worship
"The idea is to more interactively say what needs
An id Jfl l P?uP 6 WG W3nt t0 be serving."
An idea like that is not revolutionary- it iust
begins using hand-made hymnals. Being physically are right around us and then coming together to
removed from where one would normally be is part meet those needs in a tangible way," Levickas said. SKZT,? f°r 'h0S,! 'hat »» '°ok,»g to add"
of the three tenets Boat Church strives toward.
"But it's living a lifestyle that is constantly looking add BoMCh he'r "ormal church-going experience,
"It's the idea of getting out of your regular church for ways to serve to keep people on their toes. What add Boat Church to your list. If anything you'll be
&"
experience," Oliver said. "You don't sit in a pew. It's injustice do I see in my world, in Upland, that we encouraged and refreshed in the Spirh
Boat
Church
will
meet
tomorrow.
not in a chapel. It's not your typical church. It's out should be involved in?"
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FIRST LADY DRINKS FIRST POLAR POP

S E C O N D W E S T O L S O N TAKES M R S . HABECKER T O " H A N D Y A N D Y " F O R A TREAT

O

n the first of the
ALISSA GOEGLEIN
Dr. Habecker and an ecstatic
LIFE AND TIMES
month, in the heat
"Yes!"
CO-EDITOR
of the crowded
Last Thursday evening,
gymnasium that
after solidifying plans with
housed Taylor's opening cha Mrs. Habecker's secretary, a group of 10
pel, First Lady Marylou Habecker stood to 15 Second Westers met the first lady
in front of the student body and made a at the president's home. Mrs. Habecker
startling confession: She had never, ever greeted them wearing a pink Taylor
had a Polar Pop.
sweatshirt and yoga pants, Taylor the
Mouths dropped. Accordion-folded fans dog at her side, ready to walk over to
halted mid-wave. The crowd murmured Circle K.
in disbelief.
Before they left, the group took promThe Polar Pop, a 69-cent jumbo foun style pictures on the Habecker's banister.
tain drink available at the nearby Circle
"I think Dr. Habecker was a little upset
K, is what UrbanDiche wasn't invited," Stu
tionary.com calls "the
par said jokingly. "We
greatest drink known
told him it was a girls'
to man." Arguably overnight."
hyped, many students
After reaching Cir
"I HEARD HER SAY IN
see this drink as a key
cle
K, Second West
CHAPEL SHE'D NEVER
component to The Taylor
ers
explained
to Mrs.
HAD [A POLAR POP],
Experience.
Habecker
that
the
Polar
AND I KNEW SHE'D
Residents of Sec
Pop is "all about the ice."
LIVED ON OUR WING,
ond West Olson, Mrs.
Mrs. Habecker followed
SO THE IDEA WAS JUST
Habecker's former wing,
their instruction as she
BORN. IT WAS LIKE AN
felt a special obligation
grabbed a car holderto facilitate the first
'AHA!' MOMENT."
style Styrofoam cup,
lady's first encounter
filled it with the correct
with the beloved bever
ice (pellet) and added
age.
Diet Coke. But, when it
"I heard her say in
came to the straw and
chapel she'd never had [a Polar Pop], and lid, she was nonconformist. She skipped
I knew she'd lived on our wing, so the them altogether.
idea was just born," said junior Jenna
'You have to be able to get some ice in
Stupar, Second West Olson PA. "It was every sip," she said.
like an Aha!' moment."
Mrs. Habecker documented the event
The idea materialized when Stu by taking pictures on her iPhone, and
par courageously walked up to Mrs. when it came time to pay, she took the
Habecker during the Anderson football bill for the whole group.
game and offered her wing's services to
"She's so generous," Stupar said. "Then
take her out for her first-ever Polar Pop. she asked, 'You college kids like these
According to Stupar, Mrs. Habecker
breadsticks, don't you?' We cleaned the
replied with a smile, a glance over to place out."

HE SAID, SHE SAID
SARAH BILLMAN
CONTRIBUTOR

It's (practically) a new year here at Taylor, and eager freshmen are ready to get their game on. Not to mention those upperclassmen who
are pretty excited to see if any transfer student may catch their eye. Pick-a-dates are on the horizon, bro/sis events lined up and the green
flag has been officially waved for senior scramble. But let's face it: Guy-girl relationships are a little tricky.
Never fear, though! In order to help all those newbies (and oldies) out there, I e-mailed a volunteer survey to men and women across
campus to get their feedback on various communication issues. They have spoken up, but the two sides reported clashing opinions. So, in
order to help the sanity of us ail, read on to figure out where the sexes differ.*

HE

S A I D

. We'll be honest if you don't overanalyze.

We'll be your friend. Easy. But we can't be best
friends. If we start hanging out one-on-one a
lot and share feelings, then expect some type of
attraction from us.

T O P I C

HONESTY

S H E

S A I D

Just be honest. Remember when you learned that
honesty was the best policy? Yep, it still reigns
true today.

FRIENDSHIP

Be our friend. Ring by spring? Myth (minus a
few freaks)! We just want to hang out.

ENCOURAGEMENT

Encourage us! Words of affirmation and gentle
manly acts (i.e. opening doors) are appreciated
more than you may realize. As long as we're
friends, giving compliments is not weird!

Be confident, not loud. Lack of confidence not
attractive, but talking louder and faster isn't
either. Have you ever noticed that when a group
of us get closer to a group of girls, their voices
automatically elevate 10 notches?

CONFIDENCE

Be confident, not cocky. Please refrain from check
ing yourself out in the Well while working out.
Don't think you have us wrapped around your
finger at first sight. Know who you are, and be
yourself but please, keep your feet on the ground.

Let boys be boys. We are men. Being rowdy is
in our blood. We're the hunters and warriors of
t h i s w o r l d . J u s t r e l a x a little i f we're goofing o f f
on campus or doing something crazy. Don't call
campus safety.

MATURITY

Be (or at the very least, act) mature. Being mature
doesn't mean not having fun—it's knowing when
you're going too far. Stand up, and be a leader!

We'll encourage, if you don't deny.There's nothing
worse than complimenting a girl and getting it
shoved back in your face. Accept our compliment
and respond with a simple, "Thanks." We don't
want a, "Oh! But I'm so fat and ugly" response.

*Paraphrased, based on e-mailed student responses
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HONORING A LEGEND
"IF A M A N C A N BRIDGE THE G A P BETWEEN LIFE A N D DEATH, IF HE C A N LIVE
O N AFTER HE'S DEAD, THEN MAYBE HE WAS A GREAT MAN."

F

The iconic James Dean sporting his famous "Rebel Without a Cause" costume.

BY BAILEY TOTH
reminiscing of their beloved Jimmy.
ulfilling his own description of a
meaningful legacy, James "Jimmy"
CONTRIBUTOR
This year's festival begins Thursday, Sept. 23
Dean has accomplished that feat.
and continues through Sunday, Sept. 26. The
Even 55 years after his death, over 30,000 of most attention-grabbing event tends to be the Annual James
James Dean's adoring fans still flock to celebrate Dean Run, which will take place at Fairmount's own Playhis memory. Every September, the Remembering acres Park. In honor of Jimmy's undying love for sports cars,
James Dean Festival is held in Dean's old stomp the James Dean Run will involve the ever-popular pre-1972
ing grounds of Fairmount,
car show, as well as parades, sock-hops,
Ind., allowing a generation
music, trivia, flame-throwing contests
of former Jimmy-crazed
and more.
youths to pay tribute
The four-day tribute to James
to the "Rebel Without a
*
Dean also goes by the alias of Annual
Cause" himself.
Museum Days, which tips its hat to
There are countless attractions
For the youth of America in the early
its main sponsor, the Fairmount His
1950s, James Dean was undoubtedly
torical Museum. There are countless
that die-hard Dean fans, or
the epitome of cool. With striking good
attractions that die-hard Dean fans, or
anyone else looking for some
looks, ambition and hypnotic charisma
anyone else looking for some free fun,
free fun, will not want to miss
all working in his favor, Dean went
will not want to miss out on. Festival
from being an unknown actor to an
out on.
attendees will enjoy events such as the
Academy Award nominee almost over
James Dean look-a-like contest, free
night. After debuting his Hollywood
showings of Dean's three time-tested
acting career in "East of Eden" in 1955,
films, fashion shows, live music on the
Dean went on to star in "Rebel Without
Main Street Stage and many more
a Cause" as well as "Giant" until his
Dean-themed events. A full schedule
life was suddenly brought to a screech
of events and list of hotels can be found
ing halt. The 24-year-old Hollywood heartthrob died in a car on the Fairmount Historical Museum website.
crash on Sept. 30, 1955, only a day after finishing his final
Students can come celebrate the life of the famed '50s
film. The James Dean Festival serves not only as a memorial celebrity, whose legacy continues to live on at this year's
for one of America's most well-loved movie stars, but also James Dean Festival.
as a way to unite fans from all around the country in the
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REALITY CHECK
BY JUSTIN CHISHAM

A&E Editor

This summer, I decided to be brave. Some may equate this convic
tion with sky-diving, base-jumping or other hobbies that involve
possible death.
I gave reality television a chance. Possible death indeed.
My poison of choice was "America's Got Talent." Initially, my
cynicism caused tired groans. Another person with a touching
story of undiscovered "talent?" Pa-lease.
Despite my chagrin, I found myself oddly transfixed.
As the competition continued, I saw surprising glimmers of
genius. Most contestants became more talented as the show went
on, and the finalists were worthy of glittery Vegas acts. Best of all,
they were extremely passionate about their performances, even if
that involved dressing up as a 17th-century fop and performing
Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody."
I admit, the production values of the show are melodramatic,
the judges are cringe-worthy and the host is awkward at best.
However, the contestants represent something spectacular. They
are doing what they love and showcasing their creativity. These
people are maturing and sharing their secret (and often amazing)
talents with an audience of millions.
Meanwhile, I scoff at them and insult their viewing audience at
every turn. I decided it was time for a reality check.
Critics have few good points about the "wastelands" of reality
television. Marc Peyser, the Culture editor of "Newsweek," laments
the lack of morals on many reality shows. With programs like
CBS's "Big Brother" on the loose, I can't say I blame him.
However, my interest in "Talent" does not stem from poor moral
St
fiber.
Clay Calvert has a different outlook. According to his book,
"Voyeur Nation: Media, Privacy and Peering in Modern Culture," "America's Got Talent" judges Piers Morgan, Sharon Osbourne and Howie Mandel evaluate contestants each week.
reality television stems from "the basic human quest for truth and
need for genuineness."
entertainment value. However, these same bloggers go on to state competitors showed little to no promise. For every great viral
I do not look to "Talent" for truth or genuineness. Truth does that "true talent can only be seen on YouTube."
video, there is a mountain of stupidity to crawl through. Reality
not lie in the hands of Howie Mandel. I am solely interested in
Viral videos and reality television often occupy the same enter television is exactly the same.
entertainment.
tainment niche, the same form of mindless entertainment. I find
There are bad shows, but that is true for any medium. Why, then,
Too many critics seem bogged down with falsified deep emotion. it fascinating that people can adore "Charlie the Unicorn" and does reality television receive an unfair break?
A great deal of the slam against reality television is simply pride, then groan at the talent seen on television. Fighting Gravity, the
I believed my foray into reality TV would result in tragic predict
an inflation of our yearning to be high-brow. Critics say reality "America's Got Talent" blacklight dance group, is infinitely more ability. I wanted my fears to be validated. Instead, I was pleasantly
TV is bad or detrimental to society. It is popular and therefore astounding than a mind-numbing trip to Candy Mountain.
surprised by this strange celebration of human variaty. I discov
begging for derision.
"America's Got Talent: The YouTube Special" proved the separa ered that every form of art and entertainment, however "low-brow,"
Time to board the bandwagon.
tion of true performers and people with video-recorders.
must be met with a steady critical gaze.
I discovered some bloggers on yanswersblog.com, some of whom
Jackie Evancho, a 10-year-old opera prodigy, showed great skill
Cultural maturity and fair assessment are too important to be
are upset that reality contests have reached a drought in true on "America's Got Talent: The YouTube Special," but her online poisoned by ignorance.
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REACHING PERFECTION
Halo: Reach, the prequel to the Halo
fight mode, where the player survives
*****
series, is the fifth and final first per
against an onslaught of enemies.
son shooter from Bungie Studios. The
BY BEN DAVIDSON Loads of customization options are
CONTRIBUTOR
game depicts the final days of Reach
now included. Forge, the mapmaker,
as it is invaded by the
also returns with almost
alien "Covenant" horde.
limitless map customiza
The main character, Noble
tion.
6, is the newest member
V*.
The core multiplayer
of an elite squad of Spar
experience is the best yet.
tan III super soldiers.
The new "loadouts" func
This is Bungie's mas
tion allows the player to
terpiece. The combat
choose starting weapons,
itself feels most simi
eliminating the rush to
lar to Halo: ODST with
weapon spawns. Addi
a bit of reminiscence
tionally, the new armor
toward the first Halo.
abilities refresh the mul
While Reach's simple
tiplayer while keeping it
storyline pales in compar
familiar to veterans. The
innovative "squad" fea
ison with the epic odyssey
found in the first three
tures are also warmly wel
games, the campaign and
comed, allowing players
to customize their spawn
its mechanics are so fluid,
points. The weapons and
immersive and refined
that Reach remains undi
maps are exceptionally
minished. For a skilled
well balanced.
player, estimate five to six
If you enjoyed any of
hours of gameplay. With
the previous Halo games,
replay value factored in,
you will love Reach. If you
didn't, Reach is the perfect game to give the series
expect much more.
Fans will rejoice that Reach brings back fire- a worthy second chance.

LOCAL EVENTS
The Ictitbits Music Festival has been around for more than
40 years, but this is the first year for the Ichthus Fort Wayne
festival. It is a one-day music, media and ministry experience
that includes four stages that run simultaneously; nearly 50
artists including headliners Switchfoot, Relient K, Family
Force 5 and Red, speakers, a parent tent a prayer tent, food
and merchandise vendors, camping and a lot more.
Source: www.ichthusfortwayne.org

"Cameiot, a musical adaptation of the life of King Arthur, is
at Beef and Boards Dinner Theatre. King Arthur, Merlin the
Magician, Queen Guenevere and Sir Lancelot come to life,
all while you enjoy a fine dining experience. Closes Oct. 10:
Show times vary by performance date. For more information,
visit the Beef and Boards website or call 317-872-9664.
Source: www.beefandboards.com
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Christians and Beer
B Y

M A G G I E

B U R N S

healthy view of alcohol that all they knew
Students heard the word alcohol, a million
to do was joke around sarcastically.
red flags went up in an instant and we
My parents didn't grow up in strict, legal
then proceeded to awkwardly poke fun at
istic families. They came to know Christ
those involved. We constantly joke about
in their thirties after living their younger
it as though it is the end of the world if
years in the scary and unknown "secular"
an off-campus house party serves alcohol
world. Because of this background, alcohol
(again, LTC aside), and when we finally
was never a taboo subject in our household.
"come of age" or go out into the real world,
There was wine at family Christmas par
we are almost trained to not be able to
ties, my aunts and uncles drank cases of
enjoy a drink. It is so ingrained in our
beer when we went camping, and my mom
minds that we will get in trouble for even
occasionally had a drink with dinner. So,
mentioning times we have had alcohol,
for me, it just wasn't a big deal.
as if it were illegal. Either Taylor grads
Now factor in the Taylor view. If I were to
go off and immediately form unhealthy
enjoy a beer while playing a rousing game
obsessions with the stuff or they treat it
of corn hole or watching the Green Bay
=== =
like the plague because they don't know
Packers on a Sunday afternoon, or even
what else to do.
have a glass of wine on a date at a fancy
I know there are a lot of you reading this
restaurant (LTC aside), I would feel obli
that don't have a strong opinion on the
gated to justify my actions to the people
subject, but others have read this and con
around me. We, for the most part, are mature adults here, and if we demned me for even wanting to drink, and that's where it becomes
are legally old enough to drink, we should be able to do so without dangerous. How would Christians be viewed if we all thought that
feeling guilty. As means of clarification (not a disclaimer), I am alcohol was from the devil and none of us should even look at the
not passing judgment on Taylor's alcohol policy. I have no problem stuff? The attitudes we are forming now will stay with us for the
abstaining from drinking while at Taylor. I think the rule helps rest of our lives. Consider this: if every time, in the professional
more than it hurts. I am talking about the way we as students talk world, you were asked to go out after work, and you declined
about and perceive the consumption of alcohol.
because bars were "unholy" or "sinful," what kind of relationships
Rumor has it there was a party before school started that got would you be refusing to form? By the time they stop asking you
busted by the higher-ups, and from that stemmed plenty of other to come out, you may think you have won, but really, you've lost.
rumors and judgments about the people hosting and in attendance.
Think about it.

I was overwhelmed
with the feeling that
students at Taylor
must not understand
alcohol.

111 wanted to do when I turned 21 was have an ice-cold
beer and slice of Chicago-style deep-dish pizza with my
mom. I had heard many times that the two go together
nicely, so I decided long before my coming-of-age that
my first alcoholic experience would be with her. But,
seeing as how my birthday fell the Wednesday before
Thanksgiving break, I knew there was no way I would
be "sippin' on a drank" the day of my 21st.
As my birthday drew near and the jokes about get
ting trashed, sloshed, shmammered or wasted (what
ever you choose to call it) started flying around, I was
overwhelmed with the feeling that students at Taylor
must not understand alcohol. Or they were so far removed from a

THE SWEET SOUND OF SILENCE

TAKING CARE
OF GRANDMA
I was having coffee with
it unnecessary for the par
HOLLY MURPHY
my pastor about a month
ticipants to tell us directly.
COLUMNIST
ago, and we got to talking
To put it simply, it cannot
be explained simply by
about how much elderly liv
ing arrangements have changed over identifying a change in appetite, rather
the years. He started posing several where we dine has changed as well,
theories, attributing most of the expla leaving us disinterested in the elderly,
nations on modern patterns of thought, not solely on them as an end (the appe
which he claimed showed an exces tite), rather them as our means (the
sive disregard toward needs outside restaurant).
These definite indications of a grow
of our own. After our talk, I started
documenting what I saw as a more ing apathy toward the past seem to be
complex, multi-faceted explanation to equally met by a growing avoidance of
elderly care, referring not only to the the future. As much as we disengage
distanced physical proximity we share, with the past out of a belief that it's
irrelevant, we seemingly disengage
but the emotional proximity as well.
Originally, I thought the weighti with the future out of a fear that we
est explanation could be as simple as will soon be irrelevant as well. Nursing
homes for the elderly,
the longevity of the
then, are arguably
aged as well as the
nursing a less tangible
demanding, mobile
We seemingly
wound found within,
lifestyles of adult
one that fears death
hood, which make it
disengage with the
and therefore avoids
difficult to assume a
future out of a fear
anything that may
full-time caretaker's
be associated with its
role. However, like
that we will soon
behalf. I'd argue our
my pastor suggested,
be irrelevant as
culture is so uncom
there are absolute
fortable with death
well.
patterns of thought
and the aging process,
that reconcile modwe find consolation
ern century elderly
in keeping it as con
care and young-adult/
tained as possible,
middle-aged frames
of thinking, and these overlaps can't adopting societies that keep the aged
be ignored. I narrowed it down to two separate from us.
The aftertaste I was left with after
components, the first one being apathy
for what has happened, and the second looking at statements elderly care may
be making about our own selves was
avoidance of what is to come.
The "apathy component' in our both convicting and thought-provoking,
recent generations perhaps could be revealing qualities that I don't think
explained by our culture's state of should be prematurely dismissed.
mind, which many anthropologists I'm not sure what the implications of
have labeled as being downright nar this enlightenment may be. Perhaps
cissistic. Though it definitely aligns they are as simple as answering the
with today's heightening self-interest, phone when a grandparent calls or as
I think it is just as much irrelevance complex as examining the fears we
may feel toward death. Whatever the
as it is irreverence.
Knowledge that was once passed response, though, I am certain of one
thing: I refuse to take lightly the lives
down orally can now be "googled
instantaneously. History is more of other persons or my own eventual
accessible than it ever has been, which death. Further, I refuse to be a person
means that we are not necessarily dis content to see death in what has once
interested in past generations' stories. lived and avoid living with what may
Rather, we have resources that make soon die.

\

Insomnia has infected my being. I'm covered
THAD HARMON
be turned into instantaneous digital text,
with the stuff, the sickness, the mentality.
COLUMNIST
music follows us out of rooms, and nearly
My bed has become a dreaded thing, a tor
any factual dispute can be settled via mobile
ture device operated by me.
phone.
The success of its brutality is in its subtlety. Each
We stumble about in a hazy, dimly-lit room, breathing
night, expectant and heavy-eyed, I curl up into my bed in an atmosphere of unprovoked, unearned information.
only to find myself hopelessly incapable of comfort. Somehow we've forgotten the simple joy of looking into
My drowsiness fades as I am rendered helpless before someone's eyes and seeing faint glimpses of their soul.
the raging torrent of my mind. Part of me claws and We forget the organic, the natural, the still world where
scratches at the textureless cage, while another throws God's presence is so rich and blatantly vibrant.
my focus downriver of memory's vis
I'm beginning to wonder if it's as
cous tsunami. Then I am doomed,
simple as the silence. Maybe I've
cursed to lift the covers and bask
become so reliant on all of the techno
in the lifeless light of some digital
logical, musical, environmental and
The proposition of lying still,
screen.
social noise I surround myself with
I've constructed countless strate
that the proposition of lying still, lis
listening only to the sound
gies, to no avail. The other night, I
tening only to the sound of air and
of air and breathing, causes
approached my bed humbly, offering
breathing, causes something inside
something inside of me to
as homage a reading of Annie Dil
of me to lurch and flee. Maybe I've
lurch and flee.
lard's essay "Teaching a Stone to
become so addicted to mental stimuli
Talk." I thought maybe the stern logic
___
that I simply can't accept those cru
of someone else's words might calm
cial, contemplative moments of quiet
my mind, lull it into submission.
before sleep. Maybe I'm just repress
I was wrong.
ing some psychological angst.
Instead, Dillard's words only
Whatever the case, perhaps I
haunted and challenged me. The essay hinges on a should take off the headphones, turn off the televisidn
theme of silence. "Nature's silence is its one remark, and escape the confines of closed rooms. Instead, I want
and every flake of world is a chip off that old mute and sensory solitude, save the dance of leaves and the croon
immutable block," she writes. "And wherever there is of the moon. I want to hear God's whisper on the edges
stillness there is the still small voice, God's speaking of the wind. I want to bask in silence.
from the whirlwind, nature's old song and dance, the
For those who are actively pursuing the silence, I
show we drove from town."
salute you. For those who can't recall your last moment
Our culture has begun to unknowingly avoid and of tranquility, consider these words, and take a moment
detest any moment of solitary, uninfluenced silence.
to evaluate whether the stillness has been
Every desire we conceive can be achieved with an squelched from your life. If anything, it may
alarming rate of immediacy.A passing consideration can

All this outrage over building a mosque near ground zero has made me angry.
Should Muslims in Manhattan have less religious freedom because they live or work next to a place
where they claim their religion was twisted (whether it was is unimportant for this discussion) to
create a national tragedy?
It is not insensitive to the heroes of Sept. 11 or their families to build it, but it is insensitive to
the deeply held religious beliefs of the Muslim community of New York not to allow it to be built. It
is not like the extremists that attacked us on that day are setting up a terrorist center there. This
mosque is not for the extremists. If this mosque ever harbored extremism, it would be even easier
to drag the culprits into Federal Court to face punishment like they deserve.
So what if Cordoba means "to conquer?" Couldn't this mean "to conquer hearts and minds" just
as well (as we Christians are encouraged to do for the gospel)?
This is not Minority Report. You cannot deny law-abiding citizens their religious freedom because
of the potential for a crime to be committed in the future. Is it right to lump all Muslims into one
category here, those that hate what Al-Qaeda did on Sept. 11 with those that supported it? It is not.
It is no better than Middle Easterners lumping all Americans into one category. It would be a shame
if Sept. 11 curtails the religious liberty that separates us from those that attacked us on that day.

—Jorge Fernandez

Mailbox

.

Send letters to the editor at rachel_kiely@tayloru.edu by 3p.m. Wednesday.
They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as
possible. The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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TROJANS
FALL SHORT
AT RUTLER

8
THSOJ&W SPOUTS . ,

11% BRIEF
vjombt s we&s flfrsNirwr
09/17
at Olivet Nazarene Tournament:
Freed-Hardeman W, 3- 09/17
at Olivet Nazarene Tournament:
Lindenwood W, 3- 09/18
at Olivet Nazarene Tournament:
SCAD W, 3- 09/18

PAULYODER

Contributor

09/1 Indiana Intercollegiates at
Purdue 6th of 12

10/2 Wildcat Invitational at Indiana
Wesleyan 10 a.m.

at Olivet Nazarene Tournament:
Olivet Nazarene W, 3- 09/22

The Division I Butler Bulldogs scored a
tough victory against the NAIA Trojans,
scraping by with a come-from-behind
28-20 win. Four thousand fans poured
into the recently-revamped Butler sta
dium Saturday to an exciting match that
brought Taylor to a 1-2 record and gave
Butler its second season victory.
After a diving touchdown in the first
quarter by sophomore running back
Taylor Johnson, the Trojans allowed 21
points in the second quarter. Johnson
scored again, bringing him to 73 yards
on 14 carries. Taylor's senior quarterback
Shaun Addison also scored on a run and
completed 12 passes for 153 yards.
Butler tied the game early in the
second period on a one-yard run after
back-to-back 18-yard passes from junior
Andrew Huck. He threw two touchdowns
after missing five of six opening throws,
Senior wide receiver Ryan Magnuson attempts an endzone catch in the fourth quarter.
and the long passes from both sides gave
Butler a 14-point lead with 30 seconds
left in the half.
many openings," said Taylor head coach Trojans, while the Trojans finished all
The Trojans capitalized on a fumble by Ron Korfmacher. "Going down two scores three red-zone possessions with a score.
Butler's Matt Kobli early in the second against a good football team was going to
Taylor was two for 10 on third-down
half, the first and only turnover of the be tough."
completion, while Butler benefited from
game. Marcellus Burton stripped the
Senior receiver Trenton Schmale caught eight good third-down opportunities.
ball and Johnson completed a six-yard five passes for 99 yards, a game best for Senior Brent Corbett had nine tackles
touchdown run to bring the score 21-14. both teams. He said the game was well and swatted down a pass, and the Taylor
In three minutes, Butler pulled away fought, but "disappointing to the team."
defense was able to control the field despite
with their own five-yard run by Kobli.
Looking to the future against No. 4 St. the lack of possession.
With 3:02 remaining, a one-yard sneak Xavier, Trenton hopes the team will "be
"We've watched film, made corrections,
by Addison gave the team a touchdown ready to play them at the highest level."
and we're ready to move on to our next
that ended in a missed extra-point kick.
Taylor pounded 305 yards into Butler opponent," Addison said.
A daring onsides kick attempt was picked territory with 19 first downs. Butler gained
The Trojans hope to tie up their record
off by the Bulldogs to seal their narrow 466 total yards despite 15 penalties.
tomorrow, hosting Notre Dame College of
est win this season.
Butler held the ball over 35 minutes of Ohio at 1 p.m. in Jim Wheeler Memorial
"We knew Butler wouldn't give us the game, claiming 10 minutes over the Stadium.

at Goshen W, 3-2
09/18
09/2 versus Spring Arbor 7 p.m.

versus Marian W, 6- 09/13

09/2 at Marian 7 p.m.

versus Anderson W, 6- 09/20

09/2 versus Univ. of Indianapolis
7 p.m.

at Goshen W, 7- 09/21
versus Indiana Tech L, 5-4

10/0 versus Saint Francis 7 p.m.
09/23-2 ITA Tournament at Aquinas
College (Grand Rapids, Mich.) TBA
09/3 versus Spring Arbor 4 p.m.
10/0 versus Olivet Nazarene 3 p.m.
09/17 versus Aquinas L, 4- 0

10/0 versus Indianapolis 10 a.m.

9/18 versus Asbury W, 2- 0
9/21 versus Spring Arbor L, 2-0

09/2 versus Brescia 4 p.m.
09/2 at Marian 7:30 p.m.
10/0 at Huntington 3 p.m.

09/1 versus Marian W, 5- 09/2
versus Indiana Tech W, 9-0

10/0 versus Saint Francis 4 p.m.
09/3 versus Spring Arbor 4 p.m.
10/2 versus Olivet Nazarene 3 p.m.

09/1 versus Holy Cross College
W, 8-0

MM

9/2 at Marygrove College W, 3-0
09/1 at Butler L, 28-20
09/2 at Midway College (Ky.) 1 p.m.
09/2 at Bethel 7 p.m.
10/2 versus Goshen 1 p.m.

09/1 Indiana Intercollegiates at
Purdue 10th of 15

09/2 versus Notre Dame College
1 p.m.
10/2 at St. Xavier 6 p.m.

09/17-1 Bethel Invitational at
Blackthorn G.C. 12th of 14

10/2 Wildcat Invitational - Indiana
Wesleyan 11a.m.

MEN'S SOCCER MISSES
OPPORTUNITIES, SHUT OUT 2-0

Junior forwardTyler Beachler redirects the ball with a
header during the game against Spring ArborTuesday.

The men's soccer
BY GAB E BAIN
Trojans' freshman
team was shut out at
CONTEI B u T o R
goal keeper, Andrew
home by the Spring
Poucher, was able to
Arbor University Cougars Tues save both of the shots. He would
day by a score of 2-0, after many finish the game with six saves.
failed attempts from Taylor to
As time began to wind down, the
score.
Trojan offense attacked the goal
The Trojans fired a total of 11 with a desperate energy. Taylor
shots by the end of the game, with fired six goals in the second period,
four of them on goal. Spring Arbor after firing five in the first period.
managed only nine, but eight of Each shot perpetuated the first
them were on goal and two of period trend.
them found the back of the net.
Eighty-six minutes into the
The first period opened with the game, Spring Arbor's Giovanni
Trojan offense breaking through Sturla quickly shot the ball over
the Cougar defense multiple times, Poucher's head following a steal
but each shot flew wide, high or for the Cougars' second and final
into the Spring Arbor keeper's goal of the game.
hands.
Shortly after the goal, time
Spring Arbor senior Francesco expired, and the Cougars went on
Paiese scored 35:56 into the open to victory over Taylor. After' the
ing period to give the Cougars a game, Coach Ross spoke on what
1-0 lead heading into halftime. the Trojans needed to do to bounce
Sophomore Godwin Adaii was back for their next game.
credited with the assist. It was
"Every game is a learning experi
Spring Arbor's only assist of the ence," Ross said,"and they need to
game.
learn to take the positives from
Taylor opened up the second this game, and take them to the
half with strong possession of the next game."
ball, taking four shots in the ini
The Spring Arbor men's soccer
tial eight minutes of the period. team dropped Trojan men's soccer
Despite the Trojans' continuing to a .500 record (5-5).
offensive penetration, their shots
The team is back in action
strayed from the net.
tomorrow afternoon at 4 p.m. as
Spring Arbor gained posses they take on Brescia University
sion midway through the sec at home.
ond half, firing two shots in the
74th minute of the game. The

VOLLEYBALL GETS AWAY WITH 3-2 WIN
A close, 5-game victory
victory.
BY ANDREW MORGAN ™ a t c , h t h ? ,™ h o l e
against the unranked Gos
Smith said. "Courtney HerSenior middle hitter Rachel Kizer led
SPORTS EDITOR
hen College Maple Leafs
schberger, Bethany Beck the crucial success of Taylor's defense with
Wednesday night left the No.
and Rachel Kizer did an out 17 digs and four blocks.
10 Trojan volleyball team with a newly- standing job in the back row."
"We focus a lot on defense in practice,
apprehensive view about the remainder
Goshen scored two consecutive points at both blocking and passing," Kizer said
of their season. Unforced errors and an
the end of the game, breaking a 25-point about Taylor's 4-game sweep in the Olivet
uncoordinated offense forced the Trojans tie for a 27-25 Maple Leaf third-game win. Nazarene Tournament last weekend. "I
to pull out a full-match, 3-2 win.
Goshen was up 2-1, and Taylor faced a think we gained a lot last week not only
"We don't want to give anybody that
potential five-game match for only the in technique, but also in knowledge and
opportunity again," head coach Brittany
second time this season.
confidence in our decision making."
Smith said shortly after the game.
The Trojan women regained their offen
Kizer also had 17 kills and the only dou
The Maple Leafs took the first game
sive prowess in the fourth match, holding ble-double of the game. Junior outside hit
of the match 25-20, as the Trojan offense a comfortable lead for the majority of its
ter Kelsey Pritchard led the offense with a
could only drive 15 percent of their kills to duration. A 25-18 Trojan win led to the
team high, 18 kills. Pritchard was named
the Goshen court. The Trojans responded final game in front of a screaming Goshen the NAIA player of the week for the sec
with poise and took the next match with crowd.
ond week in a row on Tuesday, thanks to
a .500 kill percentage and only a single
Game five went down to the wire. Both her performance at the Olivet Nazarene
error, 25-15.
teams traded points and kept the scoring Tournament.
The Trojan squad held a strong momen margin within two until the last moments
The volleyball team now stands at 15-1
tum going into the third, but serving of the match. After a Goshen timeout late (4-0 MCC). It is their best start since
errors and miscues hindered the Taylor in the game, freshman middle hitter Ash- the 1997 season. Trojan volleyball plays
lead despite a stingy defense.
lyn Dehoogh hit the final Trojan kill in a again at 7 p.m. Friday, at home against
"Our defenders really kept us in the 15-12 game win, and an overall 3-2 match St. Francis.

YEAR

Senior

HOMETOWN

Bowling Green, Ind.

LOCATION ON CAMPUS

Off campus (formerly of Penthouse)

MOST CHALLENG
ING CROSS COUNTRY
COURSE

IWU has a tough, three-foot hill.

BEST PICK A DATE

Gambling" on Horse Races...don't
judge me.

DO YOU SING IN THE
SHOWER?

Only when I have the team to sing
the harmony.

FAVORITE SUPERHERO

Jay Kesler

WHAT SONG BEST
DESCRIBES YOU

A Country Boy Can Survive" by
Hank Williams, Jr.

FAVORITE ICE CREAM

Cookies and cream...obviously

IF YOU COULD BEANY
ANIMAL FOR A DAY

I would be Clifford the Big Red Dog

